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UAVI
Vision
“We are building a drone ecosystem”
The UAVI Team is building the world’s first decentralized crypto-drone
ecosystem.
As part of the UAVI ecosystem, we are creating a community sharing & service oriented marketplace PLATFORM.
The UAVI Platform provides DeFi solutions in the world of drones
through the use of the UAVI token and issuing UAVI NFTs.
We are developing blockchain-based data storage, which provides
a decentralized, transparent, unalterable data-security system for the
dronemarket through the use of smart contracts.
The UAVI Team`s vision is that blockchain is more than technology, we develop Business on Blockchain.
Fast, accurate, fully documented work and 100% control over the tasks.
Unalterable data storage, live image transmission and secured image
and video storage. All this when you need it - and only then, in an environment-friendly way, made possible by the UAVI Ecosystem.
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UAVI Vision

UAVI
…get connected
The sudden explosive development of drones and blockchain technology
is completely changing our world as we know it.

Drones today are a bit like what a smartphone was just over a decade ago: a wellknown device, but widely underestimated in
terms of innovation and business potential.
In the same way a smartphone combines
a small portable telephone with a larger
computer: To people outside the industry,
drones seem like a mere combination of a
camera with a small airplane or helicopter, drones do a whole lot more than that.
Both the hardware and the software used to
build drones have reached very advanced
levels, so the key question now lies in drone
applications. Drones already play a key role
in all industry aspects and are indirectly
helping citizens with everyday services.
Drones are replacing the human workforce
in hazardous and routine tasks. All this in a
cost-effective, environment-friendly, and
fully documented manner.

Blockchain technology is a distributed
database technology that holds records of
digital information with transparency, security and works without a controlled central
organisation. The technology is primarily
used to verify transactions within digital
currencies, code and insert practically any
document into the blockchain. Doing so
creates an indelible record that cannot be
changed. The record’s authenticity can be
verified by the entire community using the
blockchain, instead of a single centralized
authority.
UAVI uses these technologies to create
a data security system that allows events
in the ecosystem to be stored together
with the provenance of the digital asset in
a decentralized manner, hence making it
unalterable.

UAVI connects these two innovative technologies:

Drone & Blockchain = UAVI
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UAVI Interim Progress Report 2022-Q1

UAVI
In a nutshell

Ecosystem

UAVI
is the first

decentralized
drone

Business
on Blockchain
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UAVI in a nutshell

Platform

UAVI
brings innovation...

…in TIME – pick the fastest solution.

Technology of the future
First of its kind blockchain based crypto-ecosystem.
Fast, Accurate, Reliable

…in MONEY – move your business to blockchain.
Decentralized. Transparent. Managed.
Deflationary monetary policies. Updateable. Increasing value.
User bonus system. Hodler bonus system.Transactional bonus
system.

…in ENVIRONMENT – simply zero emission.
UAVI ecosystem connects.
A demand based usage.
Spatial equality. - „a new environmental perspective”

…in SECURITY – trustworthy audit log
on the blockchain
Decentralized data storage
Time stamped video/photo documentation
Smart contracts
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UAVI in a nutshell

UAVI
Platform
blockchain based drone platform of the future
As part of the UAVI ecosystem, we are creating a community
sharing & service-oriented marketplace PLATFORM.
UAVI aims to be the first to become a community sharing platform in the drone services
environment. The UAVI Platform provides DeFi solutions in the world of drones through the
useof the UAVI token and issuing UAVI NFTs.
The UAVI Platform is where drone service providers and users meet each other. The
platform is accepting transactions for operation in UAVI tokens only between cooperating
partners, andrewards both parties with UAVI tokens after each successful transaction. The
decentralized smart-contract based data security system backed by unalterable data helps
prevent conflict between user and service provider.
A marketplace platform is only valuable if there are sufficient users on the Supply and the
Demand side. Various elements of the UAVI ecosystem are designed to ensure that services
become available timely and users on both sides reach the necessary critical mass.
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UAVI Platform

UAVI-based community service sharing
and development platform
Inspection of solar panels
and solar parks
Survey, modeling,
design

Oil and gas line
inspection

Industrial

Task control

Inspection of wind
turbines

Food

Creating heat maps

Inspection of high voltage
systems

Commercial

Construction

Energy industry

Medical

Agriculture

Delivery

Telecommunication

Industry

Service industry

Demand

Film industry
Drone Pilots

Supply
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Security
Law enforcement,
crime prevention, border
protection
Property and event
protection
Search and
rescue tasks

Drone HW
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Logistic services
Drone Service
Provider (DSP)

Medical transplant

KYC
connections

Projects

Disaster assessment

Marketing

Flying taxi
Delivery

Gaming
E-sport

Incubator
program

Social media

Ambassador
program

Communication

New territories
Branding

Treasure hunting

Metaverse
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UAVI Platform

We are creating a platform where drone technologies become widely available to everyone.
We are providing an opportunity to learn about the application areas of the new drone technologies, to compare the best available solutions, to develop a regulatory environment, and
to encourage trade.

UAVI
are building...
… the SUPPLY

On the supply side, we list each of the application areas of drones,
be it a device, or a related service. To
establish the supply side, we:
1, Support innovative drone related projects through
our “Incubator” programme.
2, Build partnerships with existing drone service providers.
3, Train a community of drone pilots through the Gaming,
e-Sport &amp; treasure hunting.

… and the DEMAND

We organise all of this available to current and future users on the
demand side. All based on blockchain, which is decentralized, transparent and impossible to alter. Whether it’s logistics, industrial or
agricultural needs, UAVI drone pilots will have the necessary skills.

… the INNOVATION

We encourage and incentivise partnerships to launch development
projects. By integrating solutions from multiple areas of application, we support innovative developments that reform our lifestyle
in a holistic way, minimizing the burden on the environment, thus
increasing human freedom in an economically sustainable, decentralized and transparent manner. We drive innovation through our
Incubator projects.
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UAVI Platform

UAVI
concept
We are building…
… the first crypto-drone ecosystem in the world.

Business on blockchain
Business on Blockchain is at the core of our thinking &amp; at the heart of our project.
While other crypto project typically focus on innovating technology, we think about
what innovations to the business model are possible thanks to blockchain technology?

New services with NFTs
A non-fungible token (NFT) is a unique digital identifier that cannot be copied, substituted,
or subdivided, that is recorded on the blockchain, and can be used to certify authenticity and
ownership (as a specific digital asset and specific rights relating to it). The NFT created by the
UAVI is a digital information associated with a smart contract stored on the blockchain.
UAVI connects NFT and smart contract solutions to drone services, thus simplifying the service - customer relationship. One possible area of use for pre-booking services available in
the UAVI ecosystem, a quasi-voucher/gift card that can be sold on the market.
Another possible use of NFT-s is for the resulted products themselves, such as aerial photography, a 3D model of a building, an exploratory video of a mine and so on. In connection
with the unaltered data storage of the UAVI, the NFT-s will also appear as “legal documents”
certifying authenticity, which will also include related services (eg. legal protection, representation, data storage).
The UAVI NFT collection will be released in connection with the gaming and metaverse,
which are an integral part of the real and virtual world. They appear as treasures of real value
that can be collected during the games, including in the UAVI Drone NFT Treasure Hunting in
real life,
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UAVI concept

Play2Earn, Learn2Earn
In our Play2Earn & Learn2Earn models participants of Drone Gaming / e-Sport tournaments can earn UAVI Token rewards. This process creates value by training a community of
skilled drone pilots, who can then populate the “Supply” side of the UAVI platform. For example, a beginner can first learn how to fly in a simulator, then later provide a real-life drone
photography service on the UAVI Platform.

Token based project financing
The UAVI Platform, like any platform, is only as useful as the content available on the Supply and the Demand side. Reaching a critical mass of users is necessary and possible only
through a wide range of development activities in early stages, before the platform goes live.
Launching a token is an ideal financing structure for a Marketplace as it creates the opportunity to run a number of sub-projects (ie. platform development, drone service development,
Incubator projects, marketing) with sub-project owners who are community members with a
strong incentive for UAVI’s success.

Community sharing
UAVI is one of the first to offer a community drone-sharing solution.
Some elements of the services that appear in the UAVI ecosystem, such as drones, pilots, or
even complete services, can be shared with the community and rented on a demand-to-use
basis. These services can be used with a direct UAVI transaction, or with an issued NFT as a
pre-booked service.

Ambassador program
The UAVI Ambassador program aims to strengthen and grow the UAVI ecosystem, and is
planned to be launched from 2023. As part of its vision for a global and vibrant community,
UAVI is committed to support its ambassadors, who are involved in the UAVI platform and
actively working to spread the word about the community drone-sharing system.
With this in mind, the Ambassador program encourages UAVI-related content creation with
token rewards. In addition, the Ambassador will focus on facilitating events, where new
connections are made. The goal is to generate UAVI token traffic and encourage participation
in the Hodler program. UAVI distributes rewards based on the performance of each ambassador in accordance with the reward structure.
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UAVI concept

Community Governance
We believe that the problems of the decentralized blockchain are not related to technical
issues, but rather to consensual governance of its participants.
An appropriate management system enables continuous and rapid innovation with transparency and operational efficiency.
The Corporate Governance Principles of UAVI reflect the commitment of the Board of
Directors to monitor the fairness and effectiveness of policies and decision-making regarding
the organization (foundation).
We will prepare a simple guide with instructions for prospective governors to participate in
community governance.
From 05.01. 2023, the UAVI ecosystem will move to a decentralized management model.
Community Governance allows UAVI token holders to participate in the decision-making
process regarding the growth and development of the UAVI ecosystem. Governors will be
rewarded for their service at the end of each management period. Reward levels are tied to
the governor’s commitment.
The UAVI community will evolve significantly from community responsibility, and the opportunity to become Governors. Governors will be responsible for major economic and policy
decisions. This is done through regular voting. UAVI Foundation will carry out its tasks responsible for the development of the UAVI ecosystem, based on the decisions of the governors. The UAVI Foundation is committed to making the voting process as simple as possible
and to publish voting results for the term of office, and implement community decisions in a
transparent manner.
We want to apply the Community governance model in as many areas as possible, so for
example, governors with a decision right in the UAVI system will play a key role in the selection of incubator projects.

Metaverse & Reality
UAVI is launching a metaverse-development program. The UAVI platform will be organically present in the metaverse, allowing as many services as possible to be displayed in the
virtual world. The development direction of our own projects such as the drone e-sport,
competition and geocaching are also metaverse-based.
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UAVI concept

UAVI
Token system
The UAVI token which runs the ecosystem is a business model and a monetary system with
a managed exchange rate. Details of the following Token System components will be worked
out prior to listing.

Token profile
Name
UAVI Drone

Symbol
UAVI

Blockchain
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) BEP-20

Total supply
5.000.000.000

Token Contract Address
0x04D106F4EB3d162a5522f0d4Ba167e5AB5bdFAad

Token allocation

20%

25%

burning

rewards

5%

18%

marketing

token sale

10%

developement

10%
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UAVI Foundation
UAVI Token system

12%

UAVI Team - work rewards

Quality Rewards
Using the UAVI ecosystem offers benefits to everyone. Using the data recorded on the
blockchain, we will develop a UAVI token-based reward system to incentivise quality work,
reliability &amp; accuracy where both the service provider and the customer receive a gift
after completed transactions. In addition to rewarding the using of the system, we value the
trust placed in it, so we also offer significant rewards to Hodlers after owning and hodling
purchased or rewarded UAVI tokens for a certain amount of time.
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UAVI Tokan system

UAVI
Incubator program
The Incubator programme plays a key role in filling the UAVI platform with services. We think
in terms of “Business on Blockchain”, which means our focus is not only on the technology, but on business model innovations enabled by blockchain technology.
The Incubator program is one of the pillars made possible by launching the UAVI Token. Facilitated by the UAVI Token, we are able to support viable and novel project ideas that contribute to the growth of the UAVI drone ecosystem, be it the creation of new services, hardware
or software elements. This means we start to fill up the UAVI platform with drone related
services early in the game – in fact while the platform is still under development.
As part of the Incubator program we will be accepting innovative project ideas and business
plans in the areas pre-defined in the incubator program, for which we will provide financial
support and infrastructure. Starting Q1 2022, we have already onboarded the following
projects.
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UAVI Incubator program

Data security and validity
We develop a blockchain-based data storage, which provides a decentralized, transparent and unalterable data security system for our drone ecosystem.
The UAVI blockchain based data security system is a key innovation of our project and
a core pillar of the UAVI ecosystem. All modules of the UAVI platform will store the logs of
events and services performed in the shared ledger in an immutable, transparent manner.
The nature of blockchain ensures that coded into blocks these logs are stored by thousands
of computers at the same time, making unauthorized changes practically impossible. The
contents are public and can be read by anyone through existing “scanner” sites.
UAVI data storage can be added to any blockchain, or even more than one, which makes
the level of security and the cost scalable. Since storing data on a blockchain is expensive,
our solution creates a hash based on the data segment and writes it into the blockchain.
This way if a part of the log is destroyed but a copy is available, the authenticity of the data
therein can be confirmed. This means that the UAVI data security system is able to verify
the authenticity of data without storing the data itself, unless requested.
We will provide open source interfaces for easy integration of the UAVI data security and
validity technology into existing or future applications.
Our goal is to ensure that events in the UAVI ecosystem have legal probative value, whether
it is the performance of a service, the occurrence of a safety event, the timely completion of
construction processes, or the complete assessment of an area. Bureaucracy and intermediaries – such as lawyers, notaries and other authorities – become unnecessary in many
cases, thus making work processes simpler and more cost-effective.
In addition to the authentic and unalterable storage of events, if required we also issue a
document containing legal protection in the form of an NFT, which can also be purchased
from the UAVI market if required.
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UAVI Incubator program

Drone e-sport
Drone racing popularity is on the rise. Our vision is to develop a different drone competition from what we see today, including elements simulators, augmented reality solutions,
Play2Earn, Learn2Earn models and eventually incorporating the whole thing into the
metaverse.
The UAVI Drone Racing Tournament & Racing League to be launched in 2022 is an
important step to train a large pool of skilled drone pilots, who in the years to come can be
among the service providers of the UAVI Ecosystem.
Specific drone development, market for designs, parts etc, organising events, competitions,
streaming races and so on offers many ways for strengthening the ecosystem. Our blockchain storage solutions will offer unalterable proof for in-game events, recorded statistics
of players, and game outcomes or championship statistics..

Treasure hunting
The UAVI ecosystem also includes the development of drone-based games,
both in real-life and in the metaverse.
Within the UAVI Ecosystem, we will also develop a treasure hunting platform, modelled on
geocaching. Hidden NFT “treasures” are be hidden in real-life locations that can be accessed
by drone only and registered online by our community members worldwide. Treasure hunters
use their drones to find the treasure – both parties receive UAVI Token rewards.
The game can be developed by the community in every country in the world, discovering
magical environmental locations and will later be extended to the metaverse. Through our
Play2Earn and Learn2Earn models, participating in the treasure hunt also helps to train a
community of drone pilots who will be able to provide professional drone services in the
future.

Flying taxi
Transport infrastructure in metropolitan areas has deteriorated, it costs too much in terms of
personal time, space utilization and CO2 emissions. The solution to traffic challenges in cities
could be flying taxis, and in many ways Flying Taxis are one of the most exciting applications
ofdrones – but at the same time probably the most challenging due to the regulatory environment. Our vision is to create a high-speed, sustainable and accessible way to travel.
The air taxi revolution is capable of changing the world in the next decades, where it will be
available as a community service for personal transport.
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UAVI Incubator program

eVTOL for Emergency Medical Services
An eVTOL (electric vertical take-off and landing) aircraft designed for emergency medical
services is possibly the use case most likely for the early adoption of UAMs, could save lives
with sustainable aviation technology and provide a safe, fast and more efficient alternative
for today’s emergency medical transportation. It could also be a first step towards implementing flying taxis.

Industrial drones
UAVI is developing innovative blockchain solutions for using drones in a wide range of
industries, ie. Energy, Construction, Service, Film industry. Primary applications are maintenance, painting and cleaning drones in high or dangerous locations such as solar panels
or roofs, mapping &amp; surveying for constructions. Drones can perform these tasks in a
safe and efficient way, while the UAVI blockchain makes it easy to monitor tasks performed.
Industrial applications typically use expensive drones and require well trained pilots. UAVI
community members are excellent candidates to become drone pilots for industrial drone
services, therefore one of the goals of the Incubator project is to launch a professional
“training program” in line with industry needs.

Agricultural drones
The use of drones in agriculture can in many cases ensure more precise and efficient performance of tasks. For example with drones observing an area to gather information about the
vegetation status, livestock or fences can be performed with less human labor and no
damage caused by stepping on plants. Farmers’ time can be freed up to focus on overseeing
production and correcting problems instead of spending time surveying crops.
The blockchain stores verifiable, traceable data that can be compared over the years to give a
deeper understanding of processes and provide a solid basis for optimal operation
planning.
We at UAVI believe in sustainable agriculture. We build partnerships that support not only
precision and efficiency but also reduce environmental impact of agriculture, rely less on
the use of chemicals and instead protect and build the soil.
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UAVI Incubator program

www.uavi.io
hello@uavi.io

